
(feel free to comment, keeping in mind this is a very 
early draft! Also, could use playtesters :))

Etherkai, the Nightmare Dragon
5th level huge wrecker {undead dragon}
Initiative +12
Vulnerability: holy
 
Claws +10 vs AC, 2d10 damage, and targets takes ongoing 5 psychic damage.

Natural 16+: Etherkai makes a bite attack as a free action.
 
Bite +10 vs AC, 3d10 damage
 
Nightmare Breath +10 vs PD (targets up to 3 nearby enemies),5d10 damage and target is 
weakened.

Miss: Target is weakened.
 

Nightmare Fuel: Etherkai can use nightmare breath once a battle.  Etherkai gains a use of 
nightmare breath when a Worldbreaker ability triggers.
 
Escalator: Etherkai adds the Escalation die to its attacks.
 
Worldbreaker. Etherkai is a Worldbreaker.  He has several powers that trigger when the 
escalation die hits a certain number.  Each ability stays into play unless dispelled.  If the number 
on the escalation die comes back to a certain number, abilities are not used again.
 
Each Worldbreaker ability can be dispelled or weakened by making a hard DC skill check of the 
appropriate type (as determined by the GM and hinted at in the description).
 
Worldbreaker: Nightmare’s Gate. When the Escalation die is 1, small floating pools of 
nightmare energy form all over the battlefield. Any character on the battlefield with 18 hp or less 
suffers from fear (cannot use the escalation die) 
Dispel: Can only be dispelled when Etherkai is defeated.  
Weaken: Steel one’s resolve to face her worst fears manifested (25 DC)  as a quick action to 
lower the fear threshold to 9 hp for a turn.
 
Worldbreaker: Nightmares Made Real. When the Escalation die is 3, Etherkai conjures 
shadowy beings animated by the worst fears and nightmares of his opponents.  He creates 1 
nightmare warrior for each opponent.
Dispel: Confront your nightmare (25 DC) as a standard action to trying to send the nightmare 
away.  If successful, deal half the the nightmare warrior’s maximum hp to it.
Weaken: Convince yourself that this is not real or find inner courage (25 DC)  as a quick action. 
Prevent the next 2d6 damage you take from a nightmare warrior.
 



Worldbreaker: Oneirophobia. When the Escalation die if 5, Etherkai surrounds himself in a 
cloud of raw psychic energy. .  Every nearby enemy takes 2d10 psychic damage at the start of 
their turns.
Weaken: Find a hidden reservoir of mental fortitude (25 DC) as a quick action to lessen the 
damage to 1d6.
 
AC 21
PD 15
MD 19
 
HP 144
 
Icons
 
The Lich-King acts a source of inspiration and worship for Etherkai.  Powered by unlife himself, 
Etherkai admires the Lich-King --and wants to steal his power.
 
Etherkai fears the Crusader and the evcentual punishment that the dragon knows is coming.  
He will avoid the Crusader whenever possible.

Nightmare Warrior
4th level troop {Summoned nightmare}
Initiative: +7
 
Dreamblade +9 vs AC, 12 damage

Natural 16+: The Nightmare Warrior makes another Dreamblade attack as a free action.  
A nightmare warriors can do this up to three times in a round by rolling multiple natural 16+
 
Entangling: Enemies trying to disengage with the Nightmare Warrior suffer -2 to their save.
 
AC 19
PD 16
MD 18
 
HP 52
 
 
 


